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ABSTRACT

A semi-automatic algorithm to extract the semantic video
object in image sequences is proposed. Different schemes
are used to get the initial video object in the first frame and
other frames of a sequence. In the first frame, two poly-
gons are input by the user to specify the area in which the
object boundary is located. Then the video object is ex-
tracted automatically based on only the first frame. In the
following frames, the image frame is segmented into inten-
sity homogeneous regions. The moving regions are detected
by a morphological filter, non-moving regions are selected
by the object model from the previous frame. These regions
form the initial video object. In each frame, after the initial
object is available, the edges which belong to the video ob-
ject of interest are selected by a local object contour model.
Finally, an active contour model (snake) is applied to extract
the final object contour.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the new video coding standard MPEG-4 and the future
MPEG-7, besides coding efficiency, new functionalities, such
as manipulating, searching and interacting with meaningful
video objects, are required. Since most digital images and
video signals are in pixel format without semantic informa-
tion, how to get the semantic video object in each frame
becomes a very important issue.

In this work, we present a semi-automatic semantic video
object extraction technique. The user inputs the approxi-
mate initial shape and location of the object. The accurate
closed object contour is extracted automatically. This ob-
ject contour is also used as the object model in the following
frames for automatic object extraction. The advantages of
this scheme are:

� No complex definition of “semantic” is needed, since
it is easy for humans to identify the scope of the video
object of interest.

� A fairly accurate boundary of the object can be ex-
tracted in the first frame.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

First, the algorithm finds the initial video object. Different
schemes are used for the first frame and other frames. In the
first frame, the initial object is input by the user. Two poly-
gons, outer and inner polygon, are input to specify the shape
and location of the object boundary. Then the video object
is extracted automatically based on only the first frame. In
other frames, each frame is segmented into intensity homo-
geneous regions by a region growing technique. The mov-
ing regions are detected by a morphological motion filter;
and non-moving regions are selected by the object model
from the previous frame. These regions form the initial
video object.

After the initial object is available, edges in each frame
are detected by the Canny edge detector [2]. An edge se-
lection module is used to select edges which belong to the
object of interest. The snake technique is used to find the
accurate location of the boundary points of the object. Fi-
nally, a linking process forms the closed object contour by
using an edge based distance transform. The flow chart of
the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. Each component in the
diagram is explained in detail in the following sections.

3. FINDING THE INITIAL VIDEO OBJECT

3.1. Initial Video Object in the First Frame

In any semi-automatic technique, initial information needed
from the user should be easy to input. Here two polygons
are required to specify the shape and location of the object
of interest. The outer (inner) polygon must be outside (in-
side) the video object. Another important requirement is
that each line of the outer polygon approximates the local
direction of the object boundary. A better result is expected
if the user inputs a better initial outer polygon. We have
found that 10-30 vertices are needed for all sequences used
in our experiments.



3.2. Initial Video Object in Other Frames

3.2.1. Region Growing Technique

Each frame is first segmented into intensity homogeneous
regions. The pixel ��� �� belongs to the homogeneous re-
gion � when it satisfies the following equation.
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where ���� �� is the intensity of the pixel at ��� ��, �� is the
average intensity value of the region,� is the homogeneous
region, and � is the threshold. We start from one pixel �, and
check all its neighborhood points. The point that satisfies
the above criterion is inserted into the region. The region
will expand to the whole homogeneous area until no more
neighborhood points can be added. New regions are created
by starting from the remaining points. This process stops
when all the pixels in the frame are assigned to a certain
homogeneous region.

3.2.2. Morphological Motion Filtering

The moving regions are the regions whose motion is differ-
ent from the global motion. The dense optical flow field is
estimated by the Horn-Schunck algorithm [4]. The global
motion is modeled by a six-parameter affine model as be-
low:
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where �	��� �� and ����� �� represent the motion vector at
��� �� and 
� to 
� are the affine parameters. The param-
eters 
� to 
� are calculated by the least median square
method [7]. A morphological motion filter that removes
components which do not follow the dominant global mo-
tion has been proposed in [8]. It merges the so-called flat
zones in the image according to a specified criterion. Here
we use the difference between the local motion vector,	��� ��
and ���� ��, and global motion vector as the criterion [6].
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We apply this morphological motion filter to the regions ob-
tained from the region growing process.

For non-moving regions, we match them backward to
the object model in the previous frame. The regions which
belong to the object in the last frame are also parts of the
object in the current frame. These moving and non-moving
regions form the initial video object in the current frame.
Its contour is used as the initial object model in the current
frame.

4. SELECTION OF EDGES BELONGING TO
OBJECT

Edges in each frame are detected by the Canny edge detec-
tor. The main problem is to determine which edges belong

to the video object of interest. First, we eliminate the edges
which are not in the object boundary area, because we know
that they are definitely not part of the object boundary. We
assume that the direction between object edges and back-
ground edges is different . A local contour model, which
is a line segment with length  and direction �, is used to
check if the edge has similar direction with the model or
not. The process is as below:

1. For each edge point between the object boundary area,
find the nearest model point.

2. Generate the local contour model according to the di-
rection � at this object model point.

3. Turn the local contour model by angle � � Æ�, where
�� � � � � and Æ� is the least angle to turn. Check
if the current edge segment matches the direction of
the local contour model or not.

4. If not, go back to last step. If yes, denote the current
edge point as the object edge point.

5. If the current edge segment does not match the local
contour model at any angle within �� � Æ�, denote it
as a background edge point and remove it.

5. ACTIVE CONTOUR MODELING

After the edge information has been selected, an active con-
tour model (snake) is used to find the accurate location of
the object contour.

The Snake technique was originally proposed in [5]. A
snake is a set of ordered points, called control points. By
moving these control points, the snake can approach any
shape at any location. The behavior of the snake is deter-
mined by an energy function defined as:
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The internal energy, ����, is usually defined to determine
the shape of the snake, and the external energy,� �	�, is used
to determine the location of the snake. � and � are the
weight coefficients to balance these two terms. Appropri-
ate energy terms and the searching algorithm to find the fi-
nal location of control points are two key components in the
snake technique.

Two techniques are applied here to make the searching
algorithm easier. First, an object edge selection module pre-
sented in the last section is used. Most unwanted edges are
removed. Second, we define the external energy as the dis-
tance to the nearest edge. The distance from the edge is
calculate by the distance transform [1]. With this defini-
tion for external energy, only the neighbors of the control
points need to be checked, and the control points move to
the neighbor with lowest value, which means nearest to the



object edge. This reduces the search area and makes the
searching algorithm very simple and fast compared to the
traditional external energy definition.

6. CREATE CLOSED CONTOUR OF OBJECT

After we get the final snake, the closed contour of the video
object is formed by linking the discrete snake control points.
During the linking process, object edge points are first cho-
sen, otherwise the points with least Euclidean distance are
chosen. We accomplish this by an edge based distance trans-
form. The difference between it and traditional distance
transform in [1] is that we assign a small value �
�� to
the distance between two edge points, and a relative large
value �����
�� to the distance between a non-edge point
pair and an edge point to a non-edge point pair. As shown
in Fig. 1. The linking process is as follows: suppose we
link two control points p1 to p2.

� Set p1 as zero distance.

� Get the distance of every pixel to p1 by the edge-
based distance transform.

� From p2, choose the neighbor point that has least dis-
tance to p1 as a point of the closed contour.

� Repeat last step until p1 is reached.

7. EXPERIMENT RESULT

We have used several test sequences to test the performance
of the proposed algorithm. The results of sequence Akiyo
and Claire are presented here. Figure 3 and Fig. 4 show the
initial polygons we input for both sequences. The number
of vertices of the outer and inner polygon for each sequence
are shown in table 1. Figure 5 and Fig. 6 show the object
contour in the first frame of sequence Akiyo and Claire. It
shows that the algorithm can get accurate object contour
based on only the first frame in the sequence. Figure 7 and
Fig. 9 show the results for frame 10 and 30 of the sequence
Akiyo. Figure 8 and Fig. 10 show the results for frame 4
and 9 of the sequence Claire.

8. CONCLUSION

A new algorithm to extract the semantic video object is pro-
posed in this work. It generates accurate an video object
model for automatic video object extraction. The local con-
tour model is used to select the edges which belong to the
interested video object. The accurate closed object contour
is extracted by snake model. The use of local contour model
and newly defined energy function reduce the complexity of

Table 1: Number of vertices of the user input object model

Sequence outer inner
Claire 16 11
Akiyo 12 10

the snake optimization. The performance of proposed algo-
rithm is demonstrated by the experiments on several widely
used test sequences.
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d(pi,pj) means distance between pi,pj.
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Figure 1: The Unit Distance of The Edge Based Distance
Transform
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Figure 2: Diagram of The Video Object Extraction Algo-
rithm

Figure 3: User Input Initial Polygons for The Akiyo Se-
quence

Figure 4: User Input Initial Polygons for The Claire Se-
quence

Figure 5: Object in The First Frame of The Akiyo Sequence

Figure 6: Object in The First Frame of The Claire Sequence

Figure 7: Object in Frame 10 of The Akiyo Sequence

Figure 8: Object in Frame 4 of The Claire Sequence

Figure 9: Object in Frame 30 of The Akiyo Sequence

Figure 10: Object in Frame 9 of The Claire Sequence


